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(IMO defeats 20th ranked Unit,. of S. Carolina
Grand slam lifts baseball team to 1
by Rick Lawes Souit 'Carolina (26-11) came back
Staff Writer though, with four unearned runs off
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Mike Bordick's
grand slam home run in top of the ninth
inning proved to be the winning runs as
the University of Maine baseball team
capped a wild comeback, defeating I he
University of South Carolina 13-12 Sun-
day afternoon in the final game of the
three-game series.
The win salvaged one game from the
trip for the Black Bears (16-13), who lost
to the 20th-ranked Gamecocks 4-0 Fri-
day night, then dropped an 8-4 decision
Saturday.
Bordick's grand slam, his first col-
legiate home run, capped a seven-run
ninth that finished off a comeback that
had seen Maine battle back from a 6-0
deficit.
With the score 8-6 entering the inning.
Rob-Roy led off the inning aith a single.
Clint Sawyer replaced Gamecock reliever
Steve Boles:, and walked Bill McInnis to
put runners at firs( and second. Billy
Reynolds then hit a sinking line drive
double to right scoring Roy. cutting the
lead to one.
Rick Bernardo followed with the
game-winning hit, a double to the gap
in right-center that scored both McInnis
and Res:nolds, chasing Sawyer. who was
tagged with his first loss of the year
against one win.
Dan Kane greeted Casey Reed with an
infield hit, then after Dan Ftzweiler
struck out. Jim Overstreet loaded the
bases with an infield single. Bordick
followed with Maine's fourth homer of
the game, a blast to left-center clearing
the 350-foot mark and sailing into the
trees beyond the fence. lute SOtTli CAROUNA page 7)
Maine pitcher left Plvmpion in action dun
last month Pk motion ara. the winning pitch
win ...Inds, 11,1 ihe nation'. NO. 20 team.
I 'foto. Maine improved lk 16-13 with I
Choice for commencement speakers d
by E.J. Vongher
Staff Writer
The Senior Council has narrowed the
Maine winning pitcher Jeff Plympton
(2-2), who entered the game in the third,
replacing Mike Ballou.
Plympion. who had retired II men in
a row, gase up a hit to Jeff Barns to lead
off the bottom of the ninth.
After a groundout moved Barns to se-
cond, Joe Datin hit a grounder io Bor-
dick at short, who threw the ball (wet
Bernardo's head. allowing Barns to
',COM
Plympton then struck out Kevin
Killian for the second out of the inning.
but pinch-hitter Eddie lendenski drove
a Plympton pitch high over the right -
field fence to cut the gap to two It was
Carolina's fourth home run of the game.
and their 82nd of the year Lewis Jenkins
followed with a double. then Plympton
hit Scott Lambert with a pitch
Maine head coach John Winkin then
brought in Dale Plummer, who had pit-
ched l innings of hitless relief Friday.
However. Plummer could not find the
plate, first walking Dave Hollins to load
the bases, then Mike Cook forcing in a
run.
However Barns, hafting for the second
tune in the inning, hit a shot that Plum.
mer knocked down, and the game was
OSer.
"Vie proses) our mettle as a club to-
day." Winkin said "When 1 came
down here I hoped to get two twins) I'm
happy to get one "
Ballou was hit hard, allowing seven
hits, walking one and striking out none
in two plus innings of work He left with
Mark Condon said of an original list
of 20 speakers submitted to the senior
class. Judge Gene ( anti: and media
figures Walter Cronkite and Jim Ms Kay
remain in contention
"We sent a list of 20 possible speakers
to the senior class for their approval As
a result of their input, we narrowed the
field to fuse possible candidates.
"This sear. the Senior Council . th
desided on someone from outside the Whelan
university community because, with all
Jut regard, the senior classyn our opi-
nion. wants to hear someone who has es.
7nences unique to us," ( ondon said
Last year, (MO political sCICTICe Pro-
fessor Eugene Maw hinnes was the COM
"The commencement speaker is important to our
graduation because he or she is saying important
things that we'll always remember. "
—Mark Condon. Senior Council president
Condon said
In addition io the three remaining
candidates, the senior class also favored
Diane Sawyer and Joseph Kennedy I. .
Condon said, but both Sawyer and Ken
neds have previous commitments
last sear, the commencement speaker
was from within the university corn-
field of possible commencement mutiny, hut this year's Senior Council
speakers to three. the Senior Council decided they wanted someone from out-
president said Friday. side the unisersity.
Mark Condon
17,•
haa. H. 111 Uhl°
President Arthur Johnson. has served as
a liaison between possible speakers and
the Senior ( ouncil H said he is
pleased with the final candidates and it
doesn't bother him that there isn't a cur-
rent university representative among the
final list. "There are any number of
sources of speakers. It's pretty mucka
decisiort of the SensOr councier guest..
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1Congratulations to the following 1
ii
4 groups who -put themselves on theline" to raise alumni $$$$_ for UMO. 1
i The 4th Annual NATIONAL STUDENT PHONATHON 1
4 9unday. March 31 ,..*.• York Cdrnplex
). pledges 125 - $1.090
. _.
KaPpa Ka.ppa Psirfau Beta $J., -- 1. ..
.; pledges 197 - $1,200
' Alpha.Phi Omega 
I
. .
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Western diplomats said Omar el-Tayeb.
first sice president and chief of slate
SGCUI:il under Nimeiri. was arrested, as
were other size presidents.
El-Taseb's police organization of
20.000 men %as a pillar of Nimeiri's
regime. which began with Nimeiri's own
coup in 1969 and which had been one
of the longest lasting in Africa.
The Western diplomats. who re-
quested anonymits. said members of
Nimeiri's Cabinet were...Cinder house_
arrest.
Egypt's state-owned Middle East
News .Agency reported from Khartoum
that those Ordered arrested included
"size presidents. Cabinet ministers and
leaders of the Sudanese 'Socialist
Union."
The Sudanese Socialist Union was
created by Nimeiri and was the North
African nation's only legal political par-
ty during his rule.
In a later broadcast on official Om-
durman Radio. Swareddahab an-
nouncR the release ot alit.hose herd as
political detainees under Nimeiri. He
ease no details.
MENA. reporting front Khartoum.
feiTtIR number of people cosered
by the release order at 350.
More than 2.600 people were de-
tained during :he 10 days of demonstra-
tions. riots. a doctor's strike and general
strike that led to Nimeiri's fall.
Swareddahats announced the coup
Saturday just before Nimeiri. 55. ar-
rived in Cairo on !.1‘. %ay home from a
• States. Egyp-
said Sun-
_
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uishes.
Swareddahab. 51, Sudan's 'armed
forses commander-in-chief and defense
minister since March IS, said the
military mosed "to sase the country"
from a "political crisis v. hich grows
some continuous's."
He issued decrees pledging political.
economic and social reforms, guarantee-
ing freedom for the neWs media, political
organizations- and • Sudan% - satiehif
religions, and promising to return power
to cis than hands in Si \ months.
Sudanese sources in Cairo-who spoke
on condition of anonymity, said Swared-
dahab heads a five-member Command
Council iicir ruling Sudan.
the sources said all they know about
the other junta members is that they are
senior army of ficers.
In I.ondon, the British Broadcasting --
Corp. quoted reports from Khartoum
that a 12-member cabinet has been in-
stalled to run the gosernment. The
--report could not be confirmed. Win
MENA said Saturday that a Cabinet of
nine rnditars men and three cis ilians
would be formed within 24 hours.
2 killed, 10 wounded
in Lebanese fighting-
BEIRUT. Lctanos (SP) — Isso peir.
pre acre killed and 10 AM wounded. in-
cluding .three at an Easter Sunday set-
s ice. :n fighting around Beirut and the
so.i,h•rn  par.4--ef-Sidorr-- --
Both deaths acre caused by sniping
into Christian east Beirut. which
residents said. %as touched off by
shooting colorful tracer bullet, into the
air in CafiS4 ian areas to mark the Easter
hohday.
In Sidon. the pros incial capiial of
southern Lebanon. battles between
Christian militiamen in the hills
osertooking the city and Moslem and
Palestinian fighters on its eastern edge
entered their 10th day Sunday. Sniping
case nay at midmorning to a barraged
,•.iliery shells tired on Sidon's main
7horoughtare. Riads Solh street. from
Christian militia -gun positions._ local
reporters said. Moslem and Palestinian
7-:gh;er- re‘por344-041.11 machine gun:.
2714 3,:::71.1detler-ti:Ild. •
_ The shelling interrupted a meeting of
Natih Bizri, a leading Sunni Moslem
parliament member from Sidon, with
the city's Maronite Catholic Archbishop._
IbrahmiTleki, to extend Easter greetings.
Both later told reporters they had
receised anonymous telephone calls
threatening their lises. The two base
been actisely working for peace in
Sidon, which is 25 miles south of the
capital, after the February withdrawal of
Israeli occupation forces from the area.
Hospital sources. who spoke on con-
dition of anonimity. said three people
were injured in the artillery eNchanges
Sunday. That raised the 10-day toll in
Sidon to 48 dead and more than 200
wounded, most of them cis ilians.
In Beirut, fragments_*ounAleilihree
people when a mortar shell exploded
near St.' Michael's Syrian Catholic
Chur...h ii \ahaa. a (hn,tian .uburb
The Campus
Corner...
is looking for a manager
for the 1985-86
academic year.
Applicants must be
available to work the last
part of this semester.
Applications can be
picked up at the York
Complex Office.
All applications must be
turned in to the York
Complex Office by
April 15th.
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A game-by-game report of the University of Maine's spring trip to Coral Gables, Fla., and the University of Miami.
A sibctei-nent to The Dan), Man e .,• • : Apr,' e 1985
March in Orono. Maine is fairly
predictable even for New England
weather You can generally assume
It will be cold '(cold being below
freezing, though for much of the
winter that's considered a heat
wave). and that there will be snow
on the ground Not exactly weather
conducive to playing baseball
March in Miami Beach. Fla is
also fairly predictable.. Its usually
about 70 degrees. with sunny days
and coo nights and thousands and
thousands of college students on
the beaches of the Florida east
coast It's weathInT that IS quite
conclusive to playing baseball, as
18 major league teams will readily
attest
The weather in Orono prevents
the University of Maine Black
------BTafrftdriS TWIN on their home
field until usually mid-April in
1985. the first home game is
scheduled for April 17. and no
smart betting Man would place a
bet on the game being played
The weather in Miami allows the
University of Miami Hurricanes to
begrn Melr -Spring -sChedule" dn
Feb 1, and by the midd
March the 'Canes have alr,gagy
played about 30 games, and most.
if not all, of those at Mark Light
Stadium home of the Canes
But for three of the last •four Col-
lege World Series, held each June
in Omaha. Ne0 . the Black Bears
and the Hurricanes have tangled
on the Rosenblatt Stadium field
And though the record is decidedly
one-sided (4-0 in favor of Miami).
none of  the games have bft_n_reat
blowouts: in fact, the second win
by Miami in 1982 decided which
team would go to the national
championship game against
Wichita State
"Sure. I think we've got a nice
rivalry going." Miami head coach
Ron Fraser said "People have
seen Miami and Maine on national
television more than any other
team and Maine Thal's quite a lot
of recognition."
The evidence is there
,— after the 81 CWS when
Miami defeated Maine 6-1. they
visited "The Light" the following
spring Before the first game bet-
weefi tKe-fwo schools. a Clambake
complete wth 1.000 pounds of
JOHN WINKIN:
the man behind
fresh Maine lobster was held on
the field
—last year. when Miami visited
Mahaney Diamond. making them
the first team from outside the
Northeast to play in Orono, over
7.000 rabid baseball tans lined the
field, and saw the Black Bears
sweep Mtami in a doubleheader toi
Maine's first-ever wins over the
Hurricanes
So. in 1985, q was only fitting
• ol,•••.,
that the final meeting (of five) bet-
ween the two teams during
Maine's annual two-week spring
training trip would be nationally
televised by ESPN
But before that game would
even be competitive. the Black
Bears would have to take a crash
course in _readjusting themselves
to playing outdoors From mid-
November, when Maine resumes
(continued on page 2)
Maine baseball
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
From his customary position on the top step of
the dugout, he peers out at the game like a hawk
Clipboard and scorebook in hand, he charts every
pitch though his elephant-like mind files each of-
fering into his memory
Dr. John Winton, entering nis 12th season at the
helm of- the University of Maine baseball team, is
as recognizable in die state aa the uDoeuitotWOIMPIO
tree.
Winkin's record atlAaine. a sparictingai-1224,4a
entering the Spring trip to Florida, includes five
hips to the C0115ge VJd Siq a
precedented four
in the NCAA Nort
He.persondies thee!
represents it. He is f
aine succe
s
pia than* • •t r their game at
home. 
"We're certainly at the center of the state This
team gets a lot of attention Everywhere I go, peo- -
pie talk to me about the team. They identify with
the kids They know the kids," Winktn said 'That
represents a lot of hard work. That represents a
lot of ,}ours, a lot of miles on the road "
Wir,xin's teams have rarely had a player from
farthei away than New sibrk. This year's team is
no different, with 14 of the 25 players bathing from
the Pire Tree Stale, and another six from neighbor-
ing Massachusetts.
"I'm sure having six starters from the state
.doesn t hurt at all. And not only are these kids from
Maine. but they're from all sections of the state.
That identification is awesome These kids know
that y time they turn around people are wat-
ching ihem," Winkin said. "And now. It's
mushrooming into a national thing."
The Maine Mystique hen become so nation !ly
oriented, a friendly rivalry has.developed
Maine and the University of Waft*. De
fact that Maine's only two lifetime wins
Hurricanes occurred last May in Or Wine"
brie/es at the excuse that Miami 4,ins bekause•
they've got everything going for them. 
(see WINKIN page
. arR 
-
•
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Slow start: Bears drop first two
(Continued from page 1)
--workouts alter the fall season, until
the spring trip. the Black Bears
train in the Field House on the •
Orono campus. Winkin is a master
of the indoor trainingiC8's amaz-
ing what he does. I'd be absolutely
lost if I had 40 do that, Fraser
said), having written a chapter of
The Complete Baseball Hand-
book" on indoor practice for
former Los Angeles Dodger
manager Walter Alston and Don
Weiskopf
When the Bears would'. return
from Florida. they would still have.
at least a couple of weeks of in-
door training ahead of them
Thus, on the morning of March
8. as a light snow fell in 18-degree
weather. the 28 Players and
coaches of the Maine team board-
ed a bus for Portland. Maine in the
twilight of 7 a m..- where they
would board a plane for Miami ,
'CREDITS-
cover sir), ir. a weir -as-aft pr-rcrtosexierit myreaco,rier-phorc, or, page
....ere done by Rick Lawes
The trip almost ended before it
began the snow made roads slip-
pery, and as the bus came upon
an accident on Interstate 95 near
Portland, it almost added to the
wreckage by nearly going off the
--fa& But, six ancTone hoUr4"—
after getting on the plane, the -
Bears were in Miami, and lust over
three hours later. freshman-Gary .
LaPierre stepped into the batter's
box to face the Hurricane's Steffen
Maier. and the 1985 season and
the road to Omaha was underway.
But when the palm trees cdfre
into view, and tpe,sweater and the
packet that was cool in 20-degree
weather suddenly becomes stifling
in 75-degree weather, college kids
generally have other things on
thier minds than planng baseball.
Nevertheless, play they, must This,
is a chronicle of the Black Beais
1985 trip to Miami. with 18 games
sandwiched between games with
• the host Hurricapes
GAME Though it was almost
anticlimatic. there was still
a game to be played that
night in Miami The host
Hurricanes, the last team
to defeat Maine in the
- College Wortd Series the
previous May came into the game
Opprjing an 8-game winning streak
a 19-5 overall record, and a N
national ranking And the
Bears had yet to play outdoors in
1985
So it was a congenial crowd
that greeted the game perhaps ex-
pecting a Miami blowout not ex.
--peeling much from the wsitois
frOrts-the cold North.
Any illusion the Canes may
have harbored of having a breather
were probably shattered when
freshman Gary LaPierre ripped a
Stephen Mayer lastball off the left.
field wall in - his first collegiate at-
bat. Though LaPierre didn't score
Maine had served notice thatihey
were ready to play.,even though
- Second baseman Gary Dube
"REARS" VS. "GUIDES"
Monday, May 13. 7:05 p.m.
The Ballpark - Old Orchard Beach
Round trip Cyr's Motorcoach
transportation & reserved grandstand seat - $19"
,41 --c r1 For reservations contact
lige, Gordon Clapp Travel Services. Bangor
at 947-6776
Net game proceeds to benifit John W. Winkin Baseball Scholarship Fund
the final score was Miami 10,
Maine 1,
. "I think we got tired," Winkin
Said. "I think that thing with the
bus took something out of us It
scared us."
The 'Canes scored in the bottom
of the first when Mike Fiore walk-
went-to third on a pickoff throw
lack Bear starter and loser
Mike Ballou. then scored on a Jon
Leaky groundout
However, in the 4th, Maine tied
the score when Rick Bernardo
singled. went to third on a Dan
Kane single and scored on a Mike
SrirfirC try
Miami came right back in the •
bottom of the inning on a run- '
scoring single by Don Rowland
and a 2-run safety by Chris Hart.
and the dream was fading from
view. 4 runs in the 7th and 2.more
in the 8th sealed the fate and pro-
vided the final margin of victory.
-What pleased me was the .
freshmen played well, Winkel
said "I thought Ballou pitched
- excellently .
-They made some great defen-
sive plays but we still left too - -
many men on, base Maine rap-
per! out 9 hits. but left 9 men on
GAME After using-the day to L
,ecover from thellight
2 and the change in l.mate.the Black Bears faced _Miami for the secondconsecutive night onMarch 9 On the mciund .
Icy the Bears would be sophomore
phenom Scott Meese. who posted
a 1D-1 record during his rookie
season ,
One Morse's wins came at
the hands of the Hurricanes in
Orono on May 6 Morse threw a
no-hitter for, 7 '; innings, and took
the win in 's 5.-L1 Bear victory
However, lust less than a month
later in The College World Series.
Morse lasted only two innings giv-
ing up six.hits and six runs in a
13-7 Miami win, his first loss of the
year
' When I came to the field•
yesterday it crossed My mind (the
loss in Omaha).- Morse said
before' the game "I thought about
_ what I did to them in Orono and
w,ahsaste.dha mppeened. there It embar-
. (continued on page 3) 
--
Summer and Fall Rentals in
-The Woods"
.v(
THE 4/7
=.
GROUP
4 him-AK"'
We are offering summer rentals
on a weekly basis at Evergreen
Apartments. We are also taking
reservations for the fall., fully
furnished, all utilities paid.
Property Investments
2 Hammond St., Box 673
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-4815
Black Bears live in "The Woods-
EEL
-qq111.
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IIl First win comes in garne four.
. (continued from page 2)
Morse never got the chance to •
atone for his CWS outing, as the
'Canes took advantage of Morse's
early wildness to score five runs in
the first inning on their way to a
9-1 win -
-It's bard to explain I knew I -
was out there pitching but I didn't
really feel like I was Baying."
Morse said.
Morse walked four of the first
Six batters he faCed as the first
four players in the Miami batting
order scored Two more runs
crossed the plate in the third in-
rung. ;b2344/6-t-he-eltimcenes'i
lead. as Morse walked three, In
four innings Morse allowed five
hits, seven runs (six earned) walk-
ed seven and struck out just three.
'Irct rather forget it: ' Morse said.
-Last year I nad what, 23 walks.
and now I already have seven."
"I tried to throw the slider but I
couldn't find the location so (cat-
cher) Billy IReynolds) kept cailIng
fastball fastball, then my arm just
died Morse said.
GAME -hough Maine would
r6t see the second-ranked
3 Htimcanes for another .11days they were still toface' nationally-rankedcompetition during-thetrip. Oklahoma State rank-
ed No 15 in the country, would
face the Bears on March 10. in the
first of three meetings between the
two schools
The bats that were awakened in
the Miami games would come
- alive in game 3 as the Black Bears
banged out 14 hits in scoring 11
runs, but the Cowboys showed
why they were in the Too 20 tak-
ing a 13-11 slugfest
'Melo Wheat Bread
29 different
kinds of coffee
Swiss water decals
...flavored coffees
Twirungs teas
Unusual cheeses
the Store
26 Mill Street
-Orono. Maine 04473
120218664119
open fo 6. Mon • Sat
9 - 3 Sun
Orearnch•••• FIiIod Danis.
S.*
4
Fax & Oen
195 Thather St Bangor
947-0183
siu.a. ALLIED HIM
Local, long-distance and
international moving
Detailed estimates- FREE
Crating and packing
Safe secure storage
ALLIED
VA ONE
would have, after getting used to
the outdoors, and to the lights.
Despite the difficulty Winkin en-
visioned. the Bears once again
jumped out to an early lead, then
held on for win No. 1 of 1985. 7-6
over Southern Illinois University.
But as all games early in the
spring are, the first win came oh.
so narc1. Sophomore Steve Loubier.
making his first start, pitched a
masterful game for the time of
year, going six innings, scattering
nine hits walking and striking out
three, and giving up all six runs,
lour earned. But Loubier left the
-losing Oftener, down 6-5. -
But baseball being what it-ta:
Loubiei became the winning pitch-
er after his Jacket was on, and
the ice bag to his elbow. Dan
Kane led off the top of the seventh
with a single up the middle, then
Rick Bernardo. hitting 5-for-15 to
(continued on page 5)
'It's tough when-you score 11
runs in a game and don't win but
that's wnat were down here for,'
assistant coach Bob Whalen said
"1 don't mind that at all".
For the first time this year. the
Bears took a lead, scoring four
runs on five consecutive singles in
the top of the first. And, despite a
Pete Incaviglga two-run homer that
cut the lead to two in the bottom .
of the inning, the Bears scored
two more tuns in the top of the
third without the benefit of a base
nit to retpond 4o another OSU run
and build the lead back to six
Senior co-captain pitcher John
Kowalski had given up just four
hits in the first' four innings, and it
looked for a time as if the Bears'
mild,
twin would be an upset, albeitid,
Then the roof came tumbling in
With two outs and the bases load-
e0 COw00y aesignateci flitter
Carlos Diaz sent.e Kowalski
fastball high over the the 340-foot
mark in left field, and suddenly
OSU was ahead 8-6. Then in the
bottom of the six"; the Cowboys
sco;ed 4 runs on three hits, two
walks and a sacrifice fly. and just
as Suddenly it was 12-6.
Nevertheless. Maine wasn't
dead yet The first four hitters in
the Maine eighth leached base.
and before the inning was over five
runs Crossed the plate. 11 cut the
gap -to the final margin, but again,
it was a case of too little, too late
..,,,
GAME The Bears saw the
sunshine during a game
4. for the first time in game4. on March 11 Beforethe trip. Winkin had saidthe' adjustment to the sunWould be the third difficult
adjustment the Maine players
SALE PRICE
SILADIUM*COLLEGE RINGS
Your college ring is now more affordable than ever. Save on an incre-
dible variety of Siladium ring styles with custom features that express
your taste and achievements. Each Siladium nng ts custom made,
with careful attention to detail. And every ArtCarved Ong is backed
by a Full Lifetime Warranty Don't miss out. Ifs the perfect time to get
a beautiful buy on a great college ring. See your AnCarved repre-
sentative soon.
$20.00 deposit
April 8 & 9 10:00 to 3:00
Dale Trne
Outside Bears' Den
Race
Depose Requwed Master Card or Yea Accepted C 1984 AnCarved Class Rms. Inc
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Miami:
...make any minor league. or for - that
matter. major league baseball ex•
ecutive •roud The •romotions are
endless and first-rate, the mascot in-
credibly imaginative and popular.
the community suppOrt overwhelm-
ing It is tne. University of Miam,
baseball program. undisputedly the
finest in tne country
For the last four years. Miami has
led the country in attendance with
more than 180.000 tans each ot
those years In 1983.096.860 fans
- -nagged through Vier are Lignt
Stadium turnstiles sett ng a^ NCAA -- --
record in the process
more than jjust baseball
tf;-• . .
By .Rick Lawes Can the reason- Ceding' 'the suc• . • was. ready to begin' he marketinc .. . "I -.yen! out on My ovvresix_years
Staff Writer 0055 01 the Miami prCgram be nal:- : I and promoang of Miami basebal. '. ago.- Fraser said Some pf the
rowed down to a-single -force? Yes. - .We packaged it in a way.to make • coaches looked at me and some
It is the model college baseba• -- the head coach of the Hut • money It nas not been an easy sell have done it The University -.of
12! Nan _.4!_lta _ltl.?.. PPele.11002682V151._ _ ._ ....ft44.90.,,B,90. Fr-set yygworts_aLas_atevenueornducing ,...,,._. .ElOrida...,Flonda,_SLate..,Lal..8Jaut...
Since becoming the coach at-the - - -venture." Fraser said -My conten- --siana State University). the Uniyer.
Canes in 1963, Fraser's job has. tion was that if you work at the pro- sty of -New Orleans — they nave
evolved from apart-lime Coachin ram. and_rf it,b_ecorries:a tev_etgLe.,.._ oon_e_ it__BiLl _tt s.rNrt enough ''
JO 0 t e man ermind behind the producer. then your athletic director ' Since then, what, haSTiappenecl in
program In that time. Fraser has led will have to look at it and say 'We Coral Gables is legend One of
Wan* lo six Gollege4.brld Serres -can't cut baseball. theyterrnaking Fraser's frst promotions involved a
berths, and during a 12-year stretch too much, money. We 'h just leave , parachutist landi.rjg.on the pitcher's
from 1973 to 1984 consecutive in- ' :hem aione• Then. Iney'll have to mound to throw out the first ball
vitations to post-season
competition'
When 'rbrte. :head bas-eban
--tittraching:18_14peoacne' fulltime in
1973, Fr..gtri-tiber.kred on his firs1
-cream 5.000-Seat
Mark Light Stadium With -the
.
building of -The Light." Fraser
Start looking hard at these other
sports like track, or water polo or
something
Fraser said he went to the NCAA
convention in 1979 and told the
assemblage %Oral he planned to do
n the way of promoting college
casebell
Another. which occurred in 1977, in-
volved a $5,000-a'plate dinner held
on the infield at Mark Light Stadium,
complete with strolling violinists.
caviar and gourmet chefs imporlict
' for the 'occasion from Europe
--rii tell you — Sometimes I feel
(see MIAMI page 6)
Winkin: 6 e guy's  aT 
,
• WINKIN naye to pArillgtow look ',vat we do
(continued from page 1) when we Oiticirrak7 ?_ we travel This -
'Hey. we se got everything going tearn..,beS -it -ba*hanche out they ,
for us." Winkin said. -Were on the may rine. -Wink.' SaiCit .
threshold Now it's up to us lo PetPao s suc• nest-artes
ceed. You've got to adrdt we'vegot _tor the lob ._. -ciciesecerne4tom
ie • 's Ine "W zard ofa golden opportunity. Now _we've-got the rtan knd 
to make It.nver the nil: The only College _BA'S '---"I-M a r-tt ' cpacn
Sin i ,. '''• " '
,- -seems encouraging toes hatie" a Fr ase• .Ict! the
chance to do il. - . . obstables- .. 
.. -
Mr*. .
Still -Wink polrits OUt Toe hill the aria Dreg ts , §14‘1,.-
Black Bears must cl-rntr Bear oreglaM. It (-Ist. doe mat- 
-
-What other 1610,Er in !fle COurtUy 
.
—in any spot—has to endure 
Winkrt._ . __-
Look gt. " b Joan r'ILM dent' J
...,naz ,..:-. s: i)F,s t"e schedule .-7. He corno.. "e"-:Ine 
= 
nJghes! :eve
IN MIll IIM OM INN = MIE WOlkla INII I= II
I
1 Good Luck This Se:asor4 I
4 Black Bear:
866-2111 or 866-2112 1.
For Prices, Quality,
and Service
You Can Count On
1.1 This Summer Visit Us At I
Yarmouth - Augusta- Thomaston I
1 Scarborough • Auburn
I
mi NE NE NE
'4
winner'
against the most Otticult conaitio",
He -prepares his lob in ternis c•
recruiting as welt as anynody inc
Prepares his ball club —:they re
always ready to play. Frankly. !dor t
_know how 'Maine-das -kept -_
-Fraser said .
But .Fraser s-admiration and
f_daesoect for the lob-Winkin has done'
almost doesn't _compare tor Jit-S
respect for Winkin tne man
-To me_ in !he truest senst. John
Winkin is. Ine 
_ultimate. college
'cOacF that guy s a man s .mar
He's what WS all about.'- -Fraser
said "Winkin is still as a Cbach a
"ran I admire very. very much. I cer•
'army admire hirn as .rnyCh-,as
dther 
- -
Fraser said Winkin s ability* '7-
.r:rpm:Ate will lead :tie Black Beats .
-a an unprecedented fifth c&I-
secutIve trip to -the College Wong
Seres
-He II find a way — he always .
does." Fraser said. "The guy's a
winner, ••
That quality is a cyalltY 
.
:ooks for- — the ability to handle
pressure and win right away. .
"I really look for guys that know
rfow to win They've got to be able
to compete The other guys. the _
guys that cant compete or don't
know how, they'll fall by the side. I'm
a Oemanding coach — I know it. But -'
I want guys to compete-noel-I want
them to be men, not latle boys." -
Winkin said. "Our one c.hance is our'
ability to compete'.
Winkin, entering his 39th year of
coaching.•has seen his share of per-
sonal competition His wife died in
1984 after a long illness and hi4
daughter ran away from home That,
to some extent, influences how he
runs his team
"I want guys that will come' idand
compete and be able to 'handle
some tough going. and the guys that
have had it easy that haven't had to
compete will have trouble," Winkin
said
One player who had that ability is
Scott Morse Morse patted a 10-1
record as a freshman, being named
all-American For Morse. Winkin has
served as a guiding force.
-He's lust a great guy He's the
kind of coach you need," Mor,se
said
Morse said that though Winkin is
'disciplined, and thus can be a bitin-
timidating to freshmen, it's simply
because he's such a competitor
''For example, Gonzo (Dave
Gonyari. Borth 'Mike Borditlo and
had to sit Gary Dube down and talk
;ohms becausewas gelling kind
.ot down because Coach (Winkini
was getting_on ram.__We nao IQ
tie tlitn down arid te,trA lust 10141
-Mist of it go in one ear and out. me
-tither that it-s for his owngood..
Morse said
meWrnuok!n said its Simply his
ke 
"loon I know what-I'd clo 'without
competrtiun -My life Is-suet This
ts it, trinkin said, pOirrunieto his
team ;11'060litiograt.,yoiLwari!'
tb-Cognoete-a st your sabilt
. .
ty. and! iove-the Challenge of corn-
001114- You-can t need 4-Y0u-y.(0n( to
- -get This far." Winkat sand
Nevertheless. Winkin wont com-
promise his integrity Lusf :o win
Winktl)s• teams have annually won
tans nationwide -with their behavior
both on and off the field, and their
dress Code while traveang A Wink,'
player is not allowed to boater the
teatn 'bus without being clean-
shaven, wearing a tie and a nlue
blazer along with a Maine baseball
sweater Winton - doesot-qolerate
complaining about calls. or'
benchlockeying.
'Why be that way? We're-in a very
noticeable position Now there's no
doubt everyone is watching what we
dd.We've got to have a little more
clasS, " Winkin said.- •
Currenuy 18th among active col-
lege .coacnes nationally with a 03
winning percentage, Winkin served
as the head coach for the U..leam
in the collegiate Friendship Series in
1983,, .also involving teams from
South Korea and Japan. The
nucleus of that team made up the
U.S. Olympic baseball team
But Winkin's mind these days is
.on the 0985 edition of the Black --
Bears He changed his spring trip
philosophy, all the time Setting his'
Sights on pie northern season, and '
Ultimately the College World Series
"I've really been more demanding
in their performance on them this
spring than I have been in the Past
I've been working bn them to be
more respectable In the past we've
come south lust to prepare
ourselves for the-season up north
Maybe that s the kind of confidence
they'll need Who knows — kids are
kids," Winkin said. .
"I think we have a chance of be-
ing a fairly decent ball club I think '
these kids now, believe in
themselves."
By Rick Lawe
Staff Writer
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By Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
He's.the one that got away..
At the Uhkersirv of Miami. 1,727
miles from•home down 1-95. Flo 28
in your sOuveihr scorecard, is 'Joe
Raedle Raedle is &retype of guy
you would never notice. He is the
player who plays only about the last
inning of a 17-2 bloWout and usual-
ly , -spends night' Weaning up
pitchers in the bullpen. All of which
15_aufte unnaticnnble weKe,-i-t not for
the fact Joe Raedle is from Vienna,
Maine.
• Raedie is about the . fourth
catcher in Miami's powerhouse No.
1 team, behind Julio Solis, Frank
Dominguez, ' arid probably just
behind Greg Ellena_ But besides
being a Maine boy who left the Pine
Tree State for Warmer climes, he is
also a rarity on today's world 61,c6I-
lege athletics — he is a walk-oil
-I didn't come here to play
baseoall." Raedle said. "I came
for the photo-journalism,"
Raede, who played baseball his
Raedle: one that got away
first three years, at Mt Blue High
School ih Farmington. put on his ap-
plication to. UM he was interested in
playing baseball.
"My dad called '(Miami) c6ach
.(Ron) Fraser and he said when I got
down 41e ..to stop in the office. Then
later that ,week we had the
tryout.' Raedle Said. •
Raedle said about 40 15layers -
were at the tryout in September
1983, out of whieh five players were
retained on the learn choing the fall
season. After the fall, alrbut Raedle.
were cut. --
"Yeah, that surprised' me a' lot: It
scared me too. Most of the ails rhid
their (national championship) rings,",
Raeche said.
Raedle said he wasn't recruited at
all out of high school because he'
. spent his senior year at
photography school He said he
didn't even apply to any- Maine
schools, only to Miami, Ohio Univer-
sity and the University of Missouri, .
. schools noted for strong photo-
journalism" pfograMs. NeverTherett:
because of his baseball Commit-
ment. Raedle hasn't used that much
film. .
"I haven't picked up -a • camera
since I've been here.- Raeaie
said. Classes and baseball — that's
all I have time for."
Raedle said he faces a dilemma
however.
"I've got to decide I can't do both
at the same time. Photography takes
up too much time," Raedle said.
"It's pretty much been worth it (play-
ing baseball), but it makes a deci-
sion about playing baseball
tougher "
However, should he choose
photography, the Miami team will be
less a spiritual leader on the bench.
'Joe's not a starter, he's not 8 star,
but th fell'you something there is
not a guy on that team who works
harder or is liked more Hes the
most popular guy on the' bali
club," Fraser said.
"Anybodyon that ballclub would
gladly give up at bat-for Joe," •
Fraser said. "When he goes up to •
the plate everybody on that club is
standing up cheering, hoping he
gets a hit. That's the biggest com-
pliment anyone -could receive, get-
ting that from your peers."
Raedle, shy and unassuming,
becomes embarrassed when told of .
Fraser's and the team's respect. •
-It feels good," Raedle said, "I
don't know why it is. Maybe it's
because I'm from Maine.
_Rafdle retained home last sum-
mer. playing summer baseball for
Waterville along with Maine payers
Dan Kane, Dave Gonyar and Bill
McInnis for the Waterville Red Sox
of the Twilight League -
-He had a lOt of potential, "
'-'Gonyar said. "He didn't get along
with the coach real welt they had
- some philosophical differences or
something so he never really got un-
tracked"- But he had really good
mechanics."
Gonyar said he could see why
Raedle was as popular as he is at
Miami
"He's a real good guy." Gonyar
said. "That's really impressive that
they think that - way •'
Despite a lack of playing time —
Raedle has played in juSt ten games
at Miami, batting just six times with
- a walk arid five StrikeOutS — Rae,
ale is enjoying his role at Miami.
Still, he is a bit awed by his entire
experience,
"You don't get to do this too
often," Raedle said.
Bears get second win over SIU
(continuad from page 3)
that point, ripped a triple off the
right-center field wail scoring Kane,
and Louder was off the hook Billy
Reynolds then followed with high-
hopper .over the drawn-in infield,
and just as suddenly Loubier was
the winner
Strong relief pitching by Dale
Plummer and Marc Powers seated
the win, allowing just two baserun-
ners in three innings. buj Loubier
got the. first ,WT
-I felt so good out there." the
right-hander from So. Portland said
"I was a little nervous in the first -
inning, but after it was OK."
GAME After Oklahoma State
faced Maine oh the 10th.•
ey took the short ride
north to St Thomas of
Itanova University where
y continued their
lingliarrage. In beating
_ Florida Atlantic University 13-2,
then demolishing St Thomas 229,
the Cowboys had scored 48 runs
in three games and raised their •
runs per game average to-at/bve
10,
bn a- Very hot, cloudless day on
the 12th. the Cowboys continued
. their tetha attack. scoring 2r0 runs
. it in defeating Maine for •
the -second straight tirne 20-12
"They're a g•ood hitting team
- there's no doubt about it." Winkin
said "But we didn't have our truly .
best pitching going to be perfectly _
Monest about it.- .
Once again though it was a
case where Maine jumped out .to
an-early lead, then was over-
whelmed by the OSU attack qpu
ied 34, after the first half-inning,
Maine. put 7 runs on the board
next three innings to jump
-back in front
But in the tot:F;(0 the fourth. the
,.,•:COwboys sent 11 "rtigh to the plate
' in scoring live runs off .
centerfielder-turned,pitcher Bill
Mc(nnis, ad it was .8i7-tiklahoma
State
But"lince again. Maine came
tzack, and more lixan two hours in.
To the bah game: five innings were
complete and theiBlack Bears led
11-9.
Then the Cowboy hit parade
began. Highlighted by Pete tn,
„gyiglia'a.shaft round-tripper of the
year, and his second in as many
games against Maine, eiSU scor,ed
tour runs in the sixth to chase
reliever Bob Colford. then Sewed
seven runs in three innings off
Gary Davis to bury the BearS.
"We had to Struggle through
with Colford and Davis the best we
could because we have a
doubleheader Wednesday and a,
doubleheader,ThursdayItaring us
in the face," Winkin said
March 13
marked the
first of two
consecutive
doUblehead-
ers for the
Bears
Wednesday would bring the ,
Southern, Illinois SalukiS to face
the Beirs.for the second time.
while the nightcap would be -the
third meeting between Maine and
Oklahoma State
"In the first game, once again
Maine would prove their superiority
over SIU, defeating the Salukis 7-5
in a -truntated game-called after
eight innings because of a three-
hQUF time limit imposed before the
game so the OSU-Maihe game
could-be played
Jeff Plympton, a freshman f roro_
Plainyille. Mass went five innings -1
in his first start, of his collegiate
career, and though he gave up five
runs on seven hits, he allowed just
one hit through the first three inn-
ings,,whife tile Bears built a 2-0
lead
GAMES
Though Winkin's plans were to
use Plympten primarily in long
relief, he was a starter in high ,
school. And although his outing
didn't show it, Plympton said he
really noticed a big difierence bet-
ween high school ball and college
ball.
"I really noticed. it in fall ball
line fall baseball season)," Plymp-
ton said. "In high school, 1 could
'.,overpower hitters but I've got to
work on location more in col-
---
With the score 5-4 Maine in the
tap of the sixth. the Salukis' Kevin
Mir led off with a triple Chuck
Verschoore followed with a single.
•
ting the score and chasing Plymp-
ton. On came Bob Wilkins, who
shackled SIU on just one-lid the
rest of the way in picking up the
victory.
But it took another last-inning
rally for the Bears to come away
with win No 2. With two outs and
two on. Dan Kane drove Gary
LaPierre home from second base
on a single to right to give the
Bears the win. Rick Bernardo
followed with another run-scoring
single to provide an insurance run.
"It's always nice to get "W's,"
Wilkins said "It makes learning Sr -
the more worthwhile,"
(continued on page 111)
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Congratulations
Black Bears
from
Illa 
eta,
. 
fkrist
kste4.514
ago
46 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473 '
We have all your
floral needs.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • p
•
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Pitcher Mike Ballou
Fraser: more
baseball -exec -
than coach
• MIAMI
(continued from page 4)
more like a oiseleall executive than
a college baSetiat! citec-h.- Fraser
said.
' But Fraser s major coup was-•
landing a contract wits ESPN. the
Entertainment and Sports Program-
ming NetWork.' to 'televise college
oeseba11 live The coverage Pegan
1981,with the Conege Worki-SerieS.
•and has evolved to a ''College
Baseball Game of the Week.-
Presented on 15 Sunday nights
throughout the spring. This season..
Miami will appear three-times on
ESl.beginning with a Contest-Mtn
Maine
- --Wei:- we -Peen galairlo -metTi
ssI gaess s 8 cfase of then'
turning us a •ai.c.• FraSer said o'
:he freauencir: 04 Miami's
appearances
FrasOr.s second coun was he.
er Tne M.ami Maniac '.
argua0fy the most imagine! 7ie
mascot rns tne o mascolmania 4,4
throughout the nations
Fraser saw ti-re person who is the
Maniac — John Routh — when-the
Canes visited South Caroline in
1982 Routh was performing as the
South Carolina mascot as an
undergraduate and after he
graduated Fraser brought him
south to UM
' 1 decided when I saw him at
South Carolina we had to have him
Hes the best, isn't he? Fraser said
Fraser has been so appreciative
of RoutnS Ability that last
December. Fraser arranged for the
Maniac to travel to Houston to at..
tend the baseball winter meetings in
Houston' to try and sell himself As
a result of that trip. Pat McKernan
president orthe Albuquerque Dukes
of the Pacific Coast League -invitee
Routh to appear at a Dukes home-
stand after the Miami season
Besides such 'personal ap-
Pearances. Routh- is.also the officiai
mascot of the College World Series
- 'and also appears-as Sebastlan.the
1- 
' Hurricane mascot during footOall
season • - • '
.Ail tnese things considered..
Fraser generates a budget of over
S500.0.0 wtth Miami basebaltrThe!
lficludes such things as individual
=Me tickets season-iyaketk-omv 
motions_ souvenirs ... o,r)eessions
d'illd-o;ar-eladverTisid and dona:iors
"There's no o*.ner stnco'._tna.i
eve.% clOeS. Frase-
points out '1J.C.Clid SIC3:131.• ldoe
. out V. ousinest z. .
Ne-v6rmeless. by game' 3.9.01 a
_53-garne heme Scpeouie WM. naa
-• ,met their inclividua game ticket
,Audget and for. anothe:.year. were
i'vyelrenrtheir waylio berng.a revenue
proclucihg sport. 1,i• -
"You ve got to understand. Miami
is football community. With the
Dolphins and the university. Weve
had to sell in every. cienceivable
way -- Fraser said;
Besides -MS activities at Miami-
Fraser nas also taken on the task of
-serving as a consultant for a South
Florida group attempting to bring
major league baseball to Miami
Though Fraser feels it s a long way
off if he could guarantee the same
success with the maior league club
Mat he has at tvliamr, commissioner -
Peter Ueberroth shouletplace a club
in South Florida immediately
A bastball junkie's dreE
baseball in Miami durin
Staff Wr,ter
-At -a - -lime wher7 basketball
lanatics can literally ascend to-.
-iHoop Heayen..• with over .50-.
hoots of television devoted to the
NCAA Tournament from Thursctay
through Sunday. in South Florida air.
' eaually steady diet of baseball can,
be found for the 'baseball junkie 1'
Now we re not talking tne spring'
major-league exhibition season .
though 71b-A-1ten delTniTely
serve as an appetizer or desser; for
tne main course The main fix for the- .
:baseball Junkie during the month at
March occurs for the most part right
at Mark tight Stadium. normally !her
home of the University of Marl!
Hurricanes but for most of March'.
also the home of a dozen additiowl
scho011, mostly from places where.
• the temperature is about 10 degrees •
--'-and a toot of snow ativeit
ground.
. 'Irs a rare day when one can go
to The Light" during some part o!
, the day and not find its artificial Sur-
face covered with the "Boys of Sum,
mer. ". Schools like James
• :Madison, Georgetown. Creighton.
- Liberty Baptist. Oklahoma State. and:
-eI•eourise-fraek.daryevarky-of-Maine.
play themajority of the games dur-
ing their spring break at the home
of fW-Canes..
A typical day at The Light It's 9
al n.. on-a Saturday On -the-held--
Maine is_playing the 11th game of
their spring trip against Lewis
University of suourban Chicago
Lewis. a Division 11 school, is play-
ing their nest-to-last game before
they will board planes for fhe cruel.
heartless north (-1-n this_rilay ii 52a 
degrees in Chidago. In the stands
are 23 loyal Partisans, apparently 13
rooting on the Black Bears. 9 sup-
petting the Flyers. and another
regular fixture at the Light just there
• to- watch baseball He is Don
" Rowland. Sr . the father of LI:Mien-1u -
second baseman Don Rowland. • -
Rowlerld rarely Misses a game -
during his two-week vacation. which
-ot Outke is ostensibly-to See his
iii'son However. Rowlan& is the true
-baseball junkie- 1 and by the time he
returns to his home in Detroit, he will
have seen more than 40 games
. s reat. I love it. Rowland
. said. "Its convenient. I just come
across the street from the hotel and
my wife can do what she wants
while rm cue, here-" .
Roveanctiirs ustratl"
'is son, who is
tor me• for  the 
ockyland's wife. seen
a' the Miami game:so
inn to buy her hustle
sleeping oag "so t
•c- make the oig proc
over here every
It s just before nc
-,.- °red eight runs
,-7yenth and eighth ,
7-7 lead and this ea
t chance Each igz
hour. forty minut
• iee games can be
day Thus, no
i.rrted after 11 40-ft
• am start. -
For the end of th
.g.ame the crowd h,
nearly 100 The learn
Bowling Green Statel
Southern-1F
ty along with their fa
into the ballpark, aw,
elusion of the first g-
by game time, the ci
thinned to 14
Southern Illinois. w
South Florida for mot
Pounds Bowling Gre
game two (the Falco
'Mac' Macomber
By DorftlaseVII-
-Staff Writer
The Black Bear bas'aIt team
haS earned the SU Orl of
thousands of tans but are As
loyal as a retired milkma from
Auburn
Lawrence Macomber or ac
as he is referred to by most has
made a trip to Texas. Oniah4 and
mos: recently. Miami with the ars
since 1981 His is a familiar f ce to
the team
Mac said he is oartialio b seball
because it has made him n rous
I riendS over the years.,
-71 think you get k w the
olaye's be.7e- ',di, have .acces
anywnerg near the augou•
you gp!" lc-talk to tge.
- •
, 16. is qiitg.k to arg out
snots of Maine players a-rdctie
:o inare whIr his_visitays 4?
"'This nere Wink- icoattkOnr
Winlofri geLlyng" Off the Dusii
Portlandbefore ififtleft for Miami
he said holding put a snapshot
showing just that. He pointed out
the snow in the background and
laUghed "There wasn't any of this
when we landed in Miami."
He thumbed through his other
photos, including a shot of pitcher
Scott Morse .sleeping in his Miami
hotel ODOM and a shot of coach
Winton lounging by the pool. and
told a short tale a* each
Mac said his rela ship with the
team is "like a family thing. • His
wile of 43 years Edith. admits that
her husband is a fanatic but said she •
is supportive of his enthusiam
Mac said he is thankful for wiles
support If it wasn't for her none
of this would be possible If it Wasn't
for her I don't know what,' he
said and shrugged his shoulders
, On occasion, the Macombers
have had as many as seven ball
players.slaying in their home and
have housed Maine players who
have wanted to staji in Maine for the
summer to play ball with the semi-
pro Auburn Asas
We have plenty of --totem and
don't mind doing it," Edith said
Mac said this may be the year the'
Edith
Bears take the world E
they have as good
they've had in a lor
said
He said UMO owes
the recruiting skills
Sometimes (this SE
won't even have a sen,
and they're still stroni
"11's all because off
Mac said he spend
watching legion ball wi
ing the summer 111 atm
lawn chairs to the gam
unkie's dream: college
during March
 ef4.1arint..----
y of the games dur-
break at the home
at The Light Its 9
unday Orrthe-Itercr
g the 11th game of
rip against Lewis
;uourban Chicago
n II scnool, is play-
a-last game before
>lanes for fhe cruel,
_On this.day 
:ago In _the stands
isans, apparently 13
3Iack Bears. 9 sue-
vers. and anothel
the Light lust there
Yball .1-la is Don
e father Of Li:Miami
in Don Rowland.
!ly MISSes a game
eek vacation, which
lenstbly -to see his
lowland-is the true
. and by the time he
me in Detroit. he will
than 40 games
love 4. Rowland
Inherit I just come
t tram the hotel and
o wnat she wants
iere,"
- ,tmvranct-is uStially
•,,, son. who is a stalwart per-
_ rgimer for _pie__ Huirtcanes
PowlancrS wife, seen later that night
me Miami game; said she was go-
mg-to buy her- husband arid her son
a sleeping oag "so they don't have
to make the big production of corn- •
ihg over here every morning "
I: s just before noon. Lewis has
;:ored eight runs in the sixth
seventh and eighth innings to take
a 9-7 lead and this Ault be the Bears.
,a•st chance Each game will have a
two hour. forty minute time limit, so
tnree games can be played during
day Thus no inning can be
',wed after 11 40 for this game, a
am start,
For the end of the Mainetewis
*game the crowd has swelled to
nearly 100 The teams in game two.
Bowling Green State University from
 Ot,ii,j and Southern Illinois Universi-
ty along with their fans have come
into the ballpark, awaiting the con-
clusion of the first game ,l-fowever:
by game time, the crowd will have
thinned to 14
Southern Illinois. who has been in
South Florida tor more than a week.
aounds Bowling Green pitching in
game two (the FalcOns are playing
lUSt Mel! Second game Outdoors) on
their way to a 15-7 win in a game
that gees tuslMye innings 
-
Game three pits the Georgetown
University Koyas.against thecadets
from the US. Military Academy, and
the Noyes are considerably less im-
pressive Man their basketball
schoolmates., losing 13-2 in
another five
-inning game. The game
endS at just before 6 pm. and there
are already about 100 people for the
showcase garbe in the park There
rs lust enough lime for Rowland to
run acroSs the Street to Wendy's and
get something to eat before his son
plays
By game time. nearly 3.000 peo-
ple are in the park watching Miami
defeat SIU 2-0. The Salukis. playing
their second game of the day. lust
can't get the big hit when they need
it. and Miarniextends their winning
streak 10.17.
It's beep a long day for Rowlanc
Plough his son goes two-for-four
The next day. Sunday is a chance
to sleep in the first between James
Madison and Southern Illinois will
not begin Until it),am Will Rowland
be there/
"Of course'
:omber
Isn't tot her none
possible If if wasn't
n't know what. he
;era his shoulders
the Macombers
rany as seven ball
in their home and
Aaine players who
;14 in Maine for the
ball with the semi-
s
enty of ;room and
g it Edith said
may be the yew the
Superfan
Edith and Larry
Bears take the world series "I think
they have as good a chance as
they've had in a long time," he
said
He said UMO owes its success to
the recruiting skills of Winkin
'Sometimes (this season) Maine
won't even have a senior on the field
arid they're still strong,' Mac said
"If 's all because of Wink
Mac said he spends a lot of time
watching legion ball with Winkin dur-
ing the summer "I always bring two
lawn chairs lathe games if I don't.
'Mac' Macombtr
Wink says. 'Hey Mac, where's my
chairY' he said and laughed.
Mac has a .Candid relationship
with most of the, team and said
"When we were in Miami, Rickie
(Lashua) said tame, 'Mac, when you
go home, will you call my parents
and let them know I'm still alive"
Will GMO's best tan be in Omaha
if the team makes it to the world
series again this year/
don't know yet, but you can bet
I'll be thinking about it," he said
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Outfielder Dan Kane
The farmhands:
spring training
kaleidoscope
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
They are the true "Boys of Sum-
mer," performing the rites of
spring as the hot Florida sun baked
them and the field, It is spring train-
ing time in Florida, and besides the
myriad of colleges who have come
to hone their skills thousands of
miles.from home, 18 of the 26 ma-
JOr league teams base their spring
camps in Florida
But the Jim Rices, the Dave Win-
fields, the Fernando Valenzuelas:
they are a mere part of the baseball
kaleidoscope that is spring training.
Toiling in obscurity or the sun-baked
aiamonds beyond the stadiums, or
in some cases miles away from the
big-leaguers, are the farmhands, the
minor leaguers. hoping for their day
in the suit alongside4he Rices. the
Winfields. the Valeniuelas
While stars such as Fred Lynn,
Cal Ripiren Jr and Mike Boddicker
work out the winter kinks in Miami
Stadium in downtown Miami, the re-
mainder of the Orioles players under
contract. and even some just trying
for a chance to play professional
ball, work out in a cluster of fields
at St. Thomas of VIllanova Universi-
ty, about 30 minutes northwest of
downtown Miami.
On one field, the players wno
have triple-A contracts, the highest
minor league contracts, take batting
practice, The triple-A players are
identifiable because they are wear-
ing actual uniforms, the white
double-knit with black and orange
trim and the script "Orioles" across
the front.
Meanwhile, on another diamond.
just beyond the outfield fence where
the triple-A players hit BP, the real
rookies, those players who just sign-
ed professional contracts, are
schooled on the Orioles' way of do-
ing things. such as reading signs,
taking leads off of bases and run-
ning out pop-ups
Off in a corner, the pitchers, a line
of six on one large mound, throw for
anywhere from eight to 15 minutes,
depending on how much they've
thrown on previous days. Following
their pitches, they must run between
one and two miles around the com-
plex Adjacent to the multi-mound
bullpen, pitching machines ("Iron
Mikes," as they are called by the
"O's") feed pitch after pitch in bat-
ting cages.
For these players, the odds are
one in 100 they will ever play in the
major leagues For now, they toil in
obscurity in 20-year-old pants and
stirrups and mesh shirts with the
script "Orioles- screened on the
foronotth, eriirthbacnkusmbTehretyrompeorinoerrptot9h9e
rites of spring in facilities named
after successful Orioles the Terry
Crowley tunnel, the Dan Rowe
bullpen, the Mike Mendoza field,
perhaps to motivate the scrubs for
their one goal.
Reggie Wilson is one such player
Wilson already has a championship
ring alter lust one year in proles,
sional baseball, garnered when the
Bluefield, W. Va. Orioles took the Ap-
palachian League'clown in 1984.
Wilson's odds have improved after
(amo FARMHANDS page 11)
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Maine road show sweeps pair 
(continued from page 5) .
In the nightcap, a seven-inning
contest because of the time limit,
Oklahoma •Slate-once again :taxed -
their hitting muscles, but not to the
degree they had in earlier con-
tests, defeating Maine 7-2. -
Maine for the third time against
the Cowboys lumped out to an ear-
ly lead with a run in each of the -
first two innings, but a three-run
third gave a OSU a 4-2 lead. Thep...
back-to-back homers by Mike Day
and Pete Incaviglta. Day's a two-
run blast and Incaviglia's his third
oft Black Bear pitching, provided
thelinal margin. .
Gary LaPierre had three hits for
Maine, including a triple to lead off
the bottom of the first, while Bill
McInnis extending his hitting
streak to seven games. going '
11-for-27 to start oft the season_
clin really shocking myself. Fm
seeing the ball real well:- McInnis
said. "As long as I don't start doing
dumb stuff like grounding out or
popping up — as long as I'm hit-
ting the ball good I'll be OK. other-
wise I'll have to adjust.
GAMES
For the
first time, the
Black Bears
took Their act
on the road
await horn
Mark Light
Stadium and UM. traveling to north
Miami and St. Thomas of Villanova
University (formerly Biscayne
leg. , for a doubleheader against tne
ome-s an ing as an Lewis
University of Romeoville. IL
It would prove to be a long,' yet
profitable afternoon for Maine. as
--they wouldtake-a-pair :A one-sun..
extra-inning decisichs to bring their
record one game away from the,,, 
.500 mark at 4-5 for the spring.
Scott Morse started the opener
for the Bears, and would struggle
for 'the second straight time after
losing to Miami five days earlier.
Opposing him would be St.
Thomas' Mike McGarrell who, on
Feb. 20, defeated the Hurricanes
4-1, allowing just four hitsin the -
next-to-last defeat of the 'Canes
until now. -
. Though Maine' would take a 1-0
lead in the top of the third. Morse
would -allow three hits and a walk
in a four-run bottom of the inning.
Maine would come right back.
- -scoring on an infield-error, to close
the gap to two, then tying the
score on a two-run homer by Billy
Reynolds that took little time at all
to fly over the left-field fence.
In the bottom of the fifth, the
Bobcats would string together
three singles to plate another run
to take a 5-4 lead, and chase
Morse. In Morse's five innings, he
allowed six hits, five runs (four earn-
ed). walked-four and struck out.
three—
After St. Thomas took a 6-4. lead
in the sixth. Gary LaPierre's double
followed by a Rob Roy groundout
scored two runs, ancli-Morse was
olf the hook. One inning later, run- .
scoring singles by Dan Etzweiler
and Gary Dube would give the
UMFB and PANHEL
Present
GREEK WEEK
Schedule of Events
i• MONDAY: GREEK AWARENESS 
! 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. South Lown
I Room. Memorial Union.
TUESDAY: GREEK SING
I 6.30 p.m. Pit of Memorial Gym
WEDNESDAY: GREEK BLOOD DRIVE I
I 11.00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Memorial Gym i
I RONOKA I THURSDAY: PUB NIGHT - O 
. .
I 9:00 p.m. - 1 a.m. featuring Soundtrac i
; :
1 SATURDAY: CAR PARADE !1 9:30 at Steamplant Greek Games i
; 1 p.m. at the Intramural Field. Cook- i
! out following games, at Steamplant. !
QUESTIONS? contact Pam Donovan 866-3045
Steve Littlefield 866-4464
•
Bears an 8-6 lead.
But, with two out and one on in---
the bottom of the ninth, St.
Thomas catcher Troy Startoni sent
a Mare Rowets-3-2- fastbett-deev--
over the 365-fool mark in right-
center. _and illivaQ et,ire innings_ 
In the top of the 111h, LaPierre -
hit his first homerun as a collegian
down the right lield line. but St.
Thomas was not done. With one
on, Powers gave up two long
llyball outs, one to LaPierre who
climbed the fence to take a way
an apparent homer, before aground
out ended the game.
In the nightcap. Dale Plummer
icent the distance in his first-ever
start, and gained the win in 5-4
Black Bear victory in eight innings, •
in a game scheduled for seven.
Dave Gonyar, who earlier had his
third career homer (after last
spring's NCAA. Northeast Regional •
winner) led off the top of the
seventh with a walk, and scored
on Rick Bernardo's one-out ground-
out to send the game into extra
frames.
With one  put in the eighth_ Etz-
weiler doubled and scored when
Lewis shortstop George Anderson
threw the ball into the Maine
dugout on an infield hit by Gary
Dube.
"As long as we win I'll play all
day," Winkin- said after the games,
which ended after the Florida sun
had set. "We needed that
"Plum (Plummer) helped us out
After pitching (Derek) Aramburu in
trie first game that helped. I had
panned on using him in the se-
cond game but Scotty (Morse) put
us in a different situation," Winkin
paid. .
GAME Friday, .March
15 would bring the
Creighton
University
Bluejays to face
the Black Bears
to, the only time during the spring
trip Creighton, of Omaha, Neb., is
t-e official host each year for the
College World Series, with the
Buejays playing some of their
games each year in Rosenblatt
Stadium, the home of the cws.
For .the second time in as many
Says, Maine would get a masterful
decision in a game cut Snort
because of the lime limit. --
"He was unbelievable." Maine
catcher Billy Reynolds said. "He
-was-bitting cent,  changing
speeds, in and-out — he was • - -
great.-
Kowalski allowed just four bits
and walked just one while striking
• out five in evening the Bears'
record at 5-5 He retired the side
in order in three innings, and faced
the minimurrethtee_batters in two
others, aided by a double play and
a Creighton runner gunned down .
trying to steal.
"I didn't have to hardly work at
all,- Reynolds said. "He pretty -  
much called his own game It was
a real easy game to catch." -'
The Bears scored three runs in
the second inning, highlighted by a
two-run single by Gary LaPierre,
then with the score 4-1, added two
more on a mammoth two-run'
homer by Rick ,Bernardo
GAME The Black Bears,
riding a three-game
winning streak.
would face Lewis
for the second time
on SaWrday, in .
game of the trip. a 9.e.M. contest.
Despite the outstanding pitching
performance& of the previous two
games and the win Streak. Winkin
refused to acknowledge the team .
was on loci of Their game yet,
saying, think welt be all right
After two innings. It appeared
Winkin may have had to reevaluate
his thinking, as 'the Black Beers
Jumped out to a 6-0 lead. and
Steve Lout:her had 'Scattered three
hits in his second start. But then,
the walls came 'tumbling down,
and the FiSrs snuck away with a
9-7 Von:scaling efeh, runs in the
final three innings.
After the game. Winkin let the
team know his displeasure. holding
a heated team meeting for. ten
minutes in left field whoie players
in the second game warmed-up
around them.
-He wasn't the happiest person
in the world.- freshman Jim
Overstreet said. - -
A run-scoring single by Bat
McInnis, followed by a two•nun tri-
ple by Billy Reynolds and a Rick
Bernardo sacrifice fly gave Maine
(continued on page 9)
eight-inning complete game from
_chit- -Killer" Kowalski as the
Black Bears would take a 7-1
Now Showing
Apartments for Fall
Semester
1,2,3,4,5 Bedrooms
-Walking Distance to
U.M.O.
Ekland Properties
866-2516
*BOO
Wadleigh's
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504
Rent VCR Machines
For $10.00
Get 2 Free Tapes
Tues. - Thurs. only
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______Bears_on a rolLfour straight_
(continued from page 11)
a 4-0 lead after one then a two-
run double in the second by Rob
-and Bernardo's Sedend hPmer-
in as many days in the third gave
Maine a 7-1 lead.
But Lewis exploded for four runs
in the fifth, highlighted by a solo
homer by George Anderson and a
two-run blast two hitters later by
Ed Del Grosso. Men tied the score
in the sixth with two more runs off
Maine-reliever Rob Wilkins
The crowning blow came in the
top of the seventh when the Flyers
.scored two runs.puth two out on a
baSesloaded walk and a single.
while the Bieck Bears could
manage only two hits over the final
tour innings
-That was embarrassing".
Winkin said "Blowing a lead like
that '
'BJt Maybe that was important
for us Maybe that was good
becuase that showed us we can't
win without trying That's baseball.
YOJ never know what s going to
happen,- Winkin said
GAMES A rainout or
March 17 forced a
doubleheader on
tie 18In, and •
-another set of ---
consecutive
doubleheaders
The Blabk-Bears trip to Pompano -
each to lace Florida Atlantic,
postponed the evening before,
would happen alter the
-Bears
opened the Coral Gables Chamber
of Commerce Hurricane Classic
against Michigan State that
afternoon.
In Michigan State, Maine faced
a team that was a carbon copy of
Bears one week earlier The—
Spartans had played just one
game outdoors af:er being cooped
up inside a field nouse for the
winter. and Maine took advantage
of their inexperience for a 9-4 •
victory. 
.
Once again the Bears fell
behind early, trailing 2-0 after one-
half inning. But Maine bounced
ack with five runs over the next •
our runs, three scored by Gary .
LaPierre and hig'ilighted by a
hree-run fourth to take -a 5-2 lead.
Michigan State pulled back to
thin one on a two-run triple by
partan second baseman Pete
ose-in the sixth, but _Maine scored
Our runs, spitked by a two-run -
Ingle by LaPierre giving Mike
allou his first victory of the spring
n a complete game outing.
Ballou, who almost didn't start
because of a stiff right shoulder,
scattered eight hits, allowed two
......walks enctsnuck out four on his
'way to The ;kin. He said the stiff-
ness in his shoulder took some
— speed Of his fastball, so he relied
more on his curve_
"You've got to compete with .
what you have," BalloC said. "I
was spotting my fastball pretty
well, and my Curve was breaking
pretty good I was real happy with
In the nightcall
freshman Jeff
Plympton shut
down Florida
'Atlantic University
single-handedly.
The rooicie rignt-
hander, making his second start.
atioweci i-Js1 five nits and one way
while striking out six in a seven
inning-complete game.
"He was amazing," catcher Billy
Reynolds said. "Swiftie (Billy Swift.
now pitching in the Seattle
Mariner's organization) had every-
thing_ bul if he (Plymploni pitches
like this, he could become another
Swittie. or at least close to it
After a Rick Bernardo single
scored Gary LaPierre in the first.
the Owls, ranked fourth nationally
in NCAA Division II: bounced back
with two unearned runs in the se-
cond The closest they would
come to scoring the rest of Ine -
game would be when Bill McInnis
gunned down. Owl third baseman
Dave McDowell trying to score on
a %rout to center.
In the fourth, the Bears took the
lead for good on two runs without
Me benefit of base hit, tnen added
a fourth in the final inning to,gro•
vide the fins, margin of 4-2
"I left real good out there."
Plymplor sax) "Once I got my
rhythm going I was comfortable
Plympton. a starter all througr
high school, was tabbed oy Maine
coach John Winkin as a long
. reltever before tne spring trip
began However. with Plympton's
two outings, Winkin said he had
.earned a place in the starting
rotation.
"He's definitely in there. He's
quite a competitor," Winkin said
"That's why I went back up there.
If our pitching comes around
there's not many other teams in
the East that can match our
pitching depth-wise.
"My theory is that when you get
out to Omaha, if you gel out there
of tourae, you need five stoppers
to win. so we'll need six pitchers
when we go up north
Orono- Family Medicine
Main Rd. Orono - 866-5531
Good luck to the
Maine Bears
Baseball Team
from
Orono Family
Medicine
GAMES Another
doubleheader for
-the Bears on
March 19, and
another pair of
stellar pitching
performances, this
time from Scott Morse and Dale
Plummer' Beth nailed down wins,
Morse his first, Plummer his se-
cond, in pitching eight innings
each
In the first game, Morse's pit-
ching was just a sidelight, as the
Black Bear bats exploded for 22
hits while scoring 21 runs in
defeating Mercer University of
Macon, Ga, in the second game of
the Hurricane Classic 21-5
But Morse had been struggling
after posting a 10-1 record his
freshman year, and the' Mercer
outindWat pointed to by both he
and Winkin.
As it turned out, Morse would
have just one bad inning allowing
all five runs in the sixth Besides
that inning. Morse allowed just six
hits, walking four
"Billy (Reynolds, catcher) said I
wasn't throwing to spots, that I
was just trying to throw the ball
past them.- Morse said.
Morse certainly got the support
he needed, as every player in the
Black Bear starting lineup got a
base hit, led by three each from
Gary Dube, Rob Roy, Bill McInnis.
and Dan Kane Maine scored in
(continued on page 10)
Dan Etzweiler
INN Su - - Ormarles
Siteratar s.ems
sv-siss
Michelob & Michelob Light_ 
 $2.99
81701 bolder plus its I ded
Budweiser,Bud Light, & Miller $5.99
'2 pad., 12 ot Cans plus its & Oen
Busch 
 S8.99
bar bottles plus Ill &
Blatz ----------- - Sage
Oar bottles plus Its &
Steamed Hotdogs & Red Hot Sausages
-Fret1,1-1ru.,
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Miami just too tough 0-for-4
(continued from page 9)
every inning with five runs in the
seventh, tour in the eighth and
three in the second.
in the nightcap.
the Bears traveled
to Florida
Internationat- -
University, just
fifteen minutes- -
from die Universi.
ty of Miami. and battled back from
a 4-1 deficit to defeat the
Sunblizers 9-5 behind Plummer s
pitching. _ _
After Dube led off the game
wilt!) a none run. hie- first two  
Maine errors -led to a out-
diatt_by FLU in the bottom of the,
inning. But those unearned runs
would be all they wouid net on of
Plummer who would allow just five
hits arid three walks the rest_oLtlie-)
way
wasn't gelting-t spots early.
so ' started Throwingthe ball down
the miodle deadino to tne four-run
nn.ngi Then I decided lust to co
back and try hitting spots. • Plum-
.mer said
After a wild pitch scored Dube
in the third to cut the deficit to
two. Maine exploded for six runs
keyed by consecutive run-scaring_
singles by Kane. Rick Bernardo 1
and Mike Bordick to put rale game
out of reach A home run by
Reynolds one inning later would
add to the Bear lead
Winkin pointed to the output by
the-second through fifth hitters in
the Maine batting order McInnis
Reynolds. Kane. and Bernardo as
the key to ine four-game winning
sfeak
ve always said-how they do
the key to this team. Winkin said
"Today Kane, hit the ball well. but
The tour of them are the key.
to be their most successtul trip
-ever. -
But this night. Maine was taking
on Miami for the third time on the
trip. The Hurricanes were riding a
20-game winning streak, and had
been-rewarded for their efforts- -
with a /go 1 national ranking.
."I can't explain it. - Miami nead
—death-Ron Fraser said of his -
learn's success "We don't nave a
 great deal of talent — we don t
run welt, we °Ont. hit well, but
every nignt. someone else is a
Maine had been blown out twice
by the 'Canes 10-1 and 9-3, in the
irst two games of the spring trip,-
But the Question marks of-tha -cub
— how well the _freshmen wouid
Play. the_tarttfiiho and theveteran
1.1eatteilhip — had all been
-answered in the 13 games since
Senior co-captain John Kovvaiski.
1-1 on the year, would be the start-
ing pitcher for the Black Bears
while Steffen Maier i6-01 wouid oe
on the mound for Miami. and it ap-
peared they might be the keys tc
the game early on.
Maine scored first. when Dan
Kane doubled with one out ad-
vanced to third on a groundout.
then scored when Miami third
baseman Jon-Leake made a rare
error,
But the Hurricanes bounced .
back, scoring five runs in the next
three innings and ended up with a
5-3 win. - -
The-penultimate crushing blow
came in the third inning. With Iwo
Out and Rick Richardi on first
base. Kowalski. who already picked
off Calvin James in the inning, nad
picked and in a rundown.
But Richandi escaped, and after a
walk and a double steal, Frank
Dolninguez and Mike Fiore
delivered backlb-baelt-RBI singles
and Miami led 2-1.
Julio Solis made the score3-1
with a solo home run, then back-
to-back doubles by Don Rowland
and Rusty DeBold added two more
in the fifth to make the score 5-1.
Maine came back. with single
runs in the sixth and eighth ir-
GAME It was really
just another game
1 weereB9la-6ckthusatrasr .
6Th 
in the spring trio. 
and on thee way
to what appeared
Learn German
This Summer
June 24 -
August 2, 1985
The Fifth Annual German Summer School
of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island
in co-operation with the God he Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication,and German
Me and culture the heart of this six week residency program-of
tntenswe language study
You may. earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the •beautiful surroundings of our country campust just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and his-
toric summer colonies
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
improve his or her German — from business people and travelers.
to students planning work of study-abroad Take advantage of this
rare opportunity to particiliate in this total German Language
experience
For- dreads Dr lohn Grandln
Dr Otto Dornberg Co-Dlreetors
Department of languages
Universits of Rhode Island
Kingston RI 0214111 140h 792.5911
flings, out it was too little. too tate."
But. Maine had proved, at least to
themselves, they could come back
against Miami
"The bench picked us up a tittle
about the fifth. We looked around
everybody had their heads
'down a little. - junior outfielder
Dave Gonyar said. "It was good to
-some back like that.' '
GAME March 21
brought the
second meeting
between the Black
Bears and
MichigartStatein-
game four of.the Hurricane
Classic. and Ike the first, meeting.
the Bear bats unloaded on Spartan
pitching for 20 hits. after 13 in the
first game, on its way to a wild
1812 win.
Steve Loubier won his second
game of the year against no
defeats, but fell behind early as,
Mrcnigan State took a- 3-2 first n n -
rigreaa.-But Maine came track --
with tour runs in the fourth on a
two-run nome run by Rick Bernar-
do and a two-run single by Gary
Dube, and added two more in the
fifth to take an-8-3 lead.
But Loubier fell aoart in the sixth
inning, allowed four hits. a walk
and three runs, sandwiched
around an out, to lead off the inn-
ing, before giving way iceRob
Wilkins.
"11 was hot out there' Loubier
said. "I had pretty good stuff —
they just hit it."
The final three innings proved to
be-a slugfest. with -Maine scoring
ten runs over the frames while the
Spartans touched Wilkins and
Marc Powers for six over the final .
three stanzas, but the Black Bears
held on for the 18-12 win
lose- tor hifartre:.allawing nine hits
four runs (just two earned). walking
TWO and striking out six in a com-
plete game effort.
"I didn't have as much today as
I did then (against Florida Atlantic
a 4-2.-Maine- venL Wt.! had enough
to win. Plympton said "It was a
tough one to lose
Gary LaPierre led ott the game
with a single. stole second and
scored- When Bill Reynolds
oeltvered a two-out single to center
to give Maine a 1-3 lead. but
Mercer bounced back with two
runs in the bottom of the .nning.
After the Black Bears tied the
GAME _ Rain on March
22 caused
rescheduling of
one,game and
cancellation of
another en the
day before the trip..
was to end. The second game with
Mercer. the, fifth for the Bears of
the Hurricane Classic, was pushed
back a day to the morning of the
22nd. -while- the Princeton Universi 
ty game- scheduled for that mem-
rng was cancelled.
In addition, the fourth game with
Miami was scheduled for that --
night, and it apoeared Maine was
looking forward more to playing .
the Hurricanes than the Mercer
Bears. Mercer, who four days
earlier comitted eight errors in los-
ing to Maine 21-5, defeated the
Black Bears 4-3.
-We played deadass out there
today,- Winkin said. "Everything is
frame of Mind. They just didn't
:come ready to play — not today."
Jeff Plymplon was the hard-luck
score on three Mercer errors in .
_the_top_o_LITte 'fourth, Mercer
h -1scored once in the Coan half of
the inning. tnen witted another in
the seventh on an unearned-run 16
make the score 4-2.
Then in the eighth. with one dui.
Mercer starter and 'winnerChris '
Collins walked Reynolds and Billy
McInnis back-to-back, then-gave
up an RBI singie to Rick Bernardo .
But Collins induced Dan Kane to
aroundoui to snort and struck out
Dan Etzweser :e end tne tnreat,
and essentially :he game
GAME, 
-
With the loss to
Mercer, the
tournament was
clinched by
Miarhi. So in
actuality, the
fourth game 'wan
Miami On Marck 23 was mean-
rngless. But. it was another • .
.chance to knock off the No. 1
team in the country. with their win
streak now at 23- games-
Mike Ballou. the starter and
loser in the first Miami game way
back on March 8, would start this
game. against Bob O'Brien.
Ballou, who defeated Michigan
State five clays earlier despite-a—
sore shoulder, still showed the ef-
fects of the stiffness in the • -
shoulder, as the, Hurricanes
touched him for, seven runs in- his
three innings awork on their way
to a 9-4 victory.
-."1- don't -know what happened.
Ballou said. "I didn't pitch that -
bad."
But Winkin said Balloua whole
problem started when he walked
Calvin James on four pitches to
lead off the Miami first. James
- eventually scored in a two-run in-
ning, then hit a three-run homer to
highlight a four-run second. --
"Every game (how well you do)
starts with the first man, and trying
to get an an umpire to call a strike
.. James getting on by a walk to
start the game and look what hap-
pens," Winkin said. "It unravels a
pitcher when you can't get those
first few pitches tailed for strikes."
Peter Lennon, who started at
catcher in place of Billy Reynolds
(continued on page 11)
Writing Lab Workshops
402 Neville Hall
Monday, April 8 - Writing Research Papers
Tuesday, April 9 • Getting Started
Wednesday, April 10 - Taking an Essay Exam
Thursday, April 11 Proofreading
Workshops run from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Everyone is welcome!
ny Rick Lewes
Stall Writer ,
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Bobby McKerchecis grateful just
tor a second chance j
His is the story of big-time college
athletics, of big-time college
riacruding. and J a .schackAleing-
hauled Op because of possible
violations
McKercher 45 a 21-year-old funior
tor San Carlos, Calif He is present-
ly the backup Thirdbaseman for the
12thaanifed team in the nation. the
Oklahoma State UntVersily
Cowboys, but his career has seen -
him in places other than Stillwater.
-- 
Okla. 
When McKercher was at Sierra
High School, he was- named . all-
'California at shortstop, his highest
honor in a list that could fill half a
book- But when professional scouts
came to see Sierra play, generally
they dudnt come simply to see
McKeicher Rather, their prime at-
traction was McKercher 's teammate
arid good friend. outfielder Barry
Bonds •
BONS was 1Ou1 as a can't-miss
nro prOSCiect, as evidenced by his
.eiection for the US Olympic Team
sumlner But Bonds eschewed
draft. alter being chosen out of
school, instead choosing to at-
'--'ii Arizona.'-State_University. peren-
- iiily a powerrin collegiate baseball
Barry and I played together and
,ripeted with each other all the
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Arizona State castoff grateful for
second_chance at Oklahoma State
way through - latle league, Babe
Ruth. American Legion high
school,. McKercher said When
the scouts came to see him, they
saw me too He got them there, but
then I caught their attention. loo "
Bonds and McKercher together
decided to attend ASU because. as
McKercher said. "it's always better
to go away with a friend McKer-
cher said they -chose the Tempe:
Ariz school because of the tradition,
the program and the location,
. -"It's the ideal program - it's -the
ideal community, It's lust an ideal
situation." MC'ffler SAO '
When McKercher vvS being ,•
recruited, he was offered a -full
scholarship to ASU, along with
Bonds. He was told that when he ar-
rived in Tempe. he would be given
a uniform and the equipment he
needed even though he Was a
freshman at the program of the Sun
Devils caliber
When I got there they out -nttrn
(Bonds) on the first team right off.
and I was put on the freshman'
team. McKercher said. "I thought
that was OK though I didn't expect
to get it all right away
"My freshmari year I wasn r look-
ing to play a lot (Arizona State head
coach Jim) Brock said 'You come
down there we'll work you out
we'll give you allot your equipment!'
McKercher said "He asked The if
there was a number I wanted and I
said '16: and that guy had signed tin
the professional draft), so he said
that was OK
"Well, everyone's getting their
equipment and another player who's
still there went in to get our stuff.
and we lust got a bag w11/4e..
number on it We went ariraskea
Coach (Brock) what the story was,
and_he said, 'Well, you know, it's a
tight situation." McKercher said:
After the fall semester. McKer-
cher thought he was playing well
enough to be moved up to varsity.
saying "J was doing better than--
some of the guys that were playing
ahead of me.- but instead of a
varsity jersey. McKercher received
another kind of Christmas present
"I got a letter at Cnnstmas from
-the coaches telling me not to come
back - that they didn't think I'd be
able to cut it, McKercher said "I
told them -no way •
McKercher played well enough to
be moved up to the varsity team -for
like 20 or 21 games, ' and went on
one road trip, travelling to the
University of Southern California He
hit 6-for-13, with three doubles and
_ nine runs-batted-in
After the season. McKercher
said, "They told me I should go to
• a iunior college for a year and work
things out. then I could -come back
and try again not an uncommon
practice) t told them I'd think about
When McKercher did not say he
would attend a junior college and
thus forfeit his scholarship, the ASU
4oaches sent him financial aid
forms to fill out. When he did as he
was told,. writch_ (La violation at
NCAA scholarship rules, he was in-
formed by ASU that his scholarship
had ,been taken away.
However, when a scholarship is
taken away under Pacific-10 con•
conference rules, there must be a
hearing by the conference, a fact
--NoKercrier was made aware of
when he wrote to the conference for
a clarification. ASU was found at
fault and is presently on probation
for a year. and thus cannot appear
in this year's College World Series.
After the hearing, McKercher
went to San Mateo Junior College.
where he lettered. batting .370 while
reading the team in runs scored.
-doubles and walks
McKercher then transferred to
Oklahoma State, where he began
this winter. McKercher accepts his
role on the bench, using it to learn
the Cowooy system while helping in
a teaching capacity where he can
"I feel that with that experience
at Arizona State I .ve matured.
McKercher said. "I've been lucky
I've gotten a second chance to play
major college ball
GAME 19
(continued from page 10)
because Reynolds was ill agreed
with Winkin
thought we Played pretty well
-Youltrnowt they lake a Couple of -
pitches away from Buck (Bailout,
they get a couple of runs and •
trat's what kills you - those little,
c..r.s here and Mere. " Lennon„Sitia
13013sh1 realty -tett what -hap-
Penecl in this game
Dale Plummer came in for
Balfou. and'pitched well over _the
final six innings, allowing five hits. •
- -two runs and walking three,
despite not naving his best stuff.
wasn't as Sharp as I could' -
have been - nofeven half."
Plummer said -I ithrtI know what
jut was - maybe the ball or
snmairiavg • 
Still. Winkin didn't feel his team
played well
-We've got to do a let Of things
better than we did today We've got
to make the big play make the big
pitch, make the big hit All it takes
is a big hit - and we didn't get
that today." Winkin said
(continued on page 12)
Earn slots, morel hourly spare time Set
up with tun product around campus, in
doors or out Lighlrung seller Send name
address, phone number tor sample and
details to College Student's Dream, PO
Be, 122, Marlboro. Ma., 01752.
Unique Summer Program
Are you interested in alternate
technology, possible solutions to
some Third World Problems, teaching
experience. small scale agriculture.
and(or writing for publication/ The
the VVinotarm Museum subsistance
Pay five week summer internship on
Martha's Vinyard may be for you. For
Information write Windfarm Museum,
RFD 02, BO. BC Martha's Vinyard,
MA., 02568,
Shortstop Mike Bordick
• FARMHANDS
(continued from page?)
having a tine year with Bluefield:
they are now in the neighborhood of
1 -in 75 or so Wilson, like all players
in the camp. is optimistic. He hopes
to stay in Miarn.Virith the single-A
club, or maybe just maybe. make _
the step to the double-A club in
Charlotte, N. C. But Vial is still a
month away For now, he must be .
content with the - tedium of drills
every cray from 9 a.m. until 1 p m
By April 15. some 100 of the men
at St. Thomas will be heading north
to such places as Rochester, F4--` (;.
:Charlotte and Hagerstown. Md
Some will remain in Miami with the
Florida Stale League team, while
remarn at the-extended spring
camp at St. Thoma:s. But for about
two dozen, the morith spent in the
hot FlOrida sun in 1985 represents
their Attempt to enter the world of
professional baseball. And the end
of that attempt
••••••••••••mosompasoo
. 0.6csi. • - Coming Soon!
S- TULA Affordable Condos at Evergreen
. .
GROUP
y r
,kinr,
Starting at $36,000, consider owning a one-bedroom condominium at Evergreen in "The
Woods.- We can show you why it may cost you or your parents less at Evergreen then in the
dorms. Call for our brochure and viggiour model by appointment.
in
"The Woods"
Property Investments
Realtors
942-4815
omapm-firiamosm.b
This is not an offer to sell units at Evergreen. This offering may only be made by the offering
statement_
Black Bears live in "The Woods"
12 The Maine Campus Baseball Issue April 8. 198'
Bears shock 'Canes on ESPN Iran
In, The Associa
(continued from page 11)
GAME .It was a restivethat tiled
into Mark Light
Stadium to see
the Na 1-ranked
Hu,ricanes take
on -the-Black -
Bears or tne second consecutive
aighWilskt.„.4..spaa-asora than-lhe -
game on the night: firrsE the game
was-being nationally-televismi by
ESPN to more than 3' z million
viewers, and second. the "Miami
Maniac." the Miami baseball__
-nascot was getting married.; —
'ltd.& In The fact the -
rch-WS, 24-game winning-
streak and the fact the Bears from
•the-north had-attracted nearly .
13-000 tans in four games, and the
crowd had every reason to be
festive.
But Maine rained on the Miami
parade. defeating the Hurricanes •
3-2 in 10 innings, for their first win
ever over the tapes outside of
Orono.
"It- was :Immense. Winkin said
of the win -1Mikve won some pret-
ty big. ball games over the years
but that win was just about the -
biggest. What that did for -our pro-
gram in terms of exposure is ab- •
.solutely immense:"
The littlest Bear. freshman Gary
Dube 15-foot-6. 150 lbs.) delivered
the hit in the top of the 10th inning
that-won_ the game  few the Bears_..
Wan- runners on first and second.
pnbe hit a-itne cltfIre single to left-
center that a diving Rick Rienafdi
could not come up with that
scored Rob Roy.
"His (Miami loser Rick Raether)
curve starts about here (behind
himl and breaks over. It just didn't
break soon.enough and I got
--Dube said.. -
Before the pit, Dube had gone
340M7-agairiat -Miami -pitching, in-
cluding striking nut in all three ap-
pearances-against %ether •
John Kowalski who was a
starter throughout the spring after
spending his first three seasons in
the bullpen, got,the win with three
Innings of scoreless relief He
allowed lust one hit while walking
two and striking-out four. including
Calvin Jame's twice.
"I like the pressure.- Kowalski
said. "I'd love to be a reliever, but
with our schedule (Of mostly
seven-inning- games) it doesn't •
work out "
Starting pitcher Scott Morse.
Whose only two career losses had
come at the hands of Miami.
'Showed none of the difficulty he
had earlier in the spring_ He allow-
ed just five hits in his seven in-
nings of work, both' runs, walking
three and striking out two
'1 felt real good." Morse said.
had good control. good location.
was throwing hard. It makes up for
the appearance last year.
The Hurricanes took a 1-0 lead
.In the secaRd inning_without the
benefit of a hit when Mike Fiore
walked to lead off the inning, stole
second, and scored on two con-
secutive groundouts
But Maine tied it up in the sixth
when Billy McInnis crushed a Dan
Davies changeup. sending it far
over the 340-toot mark in right
field.
-However. Miami bounced right
back. when Rick Richard' led off
the bottom of the inning wills a
bloop single to right, stole second.
advanced tontfurcf-when-Rusty- --
DeBold beat out a bunt for a hit,
then scored when DeBold was
picked off Just and was caught in
a rundown.
Maine came right back though, 
tying the score when Dan Kane
and Rick- Bernardo led off the
seventh with back-to-back doubles.
Kowalski entered the game with
- Chris Magna on first base and
none out in the eighth_ Alter one
pitch. Kowalski picked Magno off
first then sandwiched a Walk bet-
ween strikeouts of James and
DeBold to end Miami's final threat. _
Entering the game._ DeBold was
hitting .560 in his last 7 games.
After Dube put the Bears ahead
In the 10th. Kowalski walked Jon
Leslie to lead off the tenth. After a
flyout. pinch-runner Mark Malize
stole Second. so Kowalski pitched
around Magno to get to James_
Janes went down, swinging, and
Ricirarde iollowed with a fly to right
to end the game
-Although IMagno) was the win-
ning run. I Wasn't concerned.'
Kowalski said. "I nisi threw the
ball and Challenged him to -hit
t 1 f  
it. I was looking for a '1‹. and
I got it
More than 31/2 million people
saw it nationwide. A young team
from Maine. with just 19 games
under their belts and having been
outdoors lust two weeks, defeating
the No 1 team in the nation and'
ending ils.24-game.winning ,
streak a team that starts its -
- schedule on Feb. 1 and plays out-
doors trte year round -
This Black Bear team was dif-
ferent than the tour previous that
had spent the first week of June in
Omaha — there was no Kevin
c .ey or no Jeff tail to deliver
that big hit. or- there was no Billy.
Swift to deliver that big pitch. But.
this team did something none ot
those teams ever-did: defeat Miami
in Miami. and on national TV to
boot. , -
Still, for a filth consecutive trip
to Omaha. there's a long road to
hoe for the Bears. Out of a
37-game northern schedule, the
Bears would play just 11 at •
Mahaney Diamond in Orono. in-
cluding 'just four while classes are
in session. In addition, they won't
play in the friendly confines until
16 games have been played up
north, spending the first three
weekends on the road...
But snit, you just have this feel-
ing they'll return to Omaha...
-Oh. they'll be there. Ylpu Can
count on it_ He (Winkin) w111"find a
way He always does.- The
speaker Mom coach Ron Fraser
 let I I , 1.01  
Good Luck to the Maine Bears Baseball Team
FROM
12-12 oz. cans
$5.29 tax & dap
save $169
Miller Lite
12-12 oz cans
$5.29 tax & dep
save $1.69
California Coolers
4-12 oz bottles
$3.49 tax & deb
save $1 00
213 South Main St., Old Town 827-6166
All Coke
2 liters
99c tax & dep.
save 70,
Steamed Hot Dogs
2 for 79'
re g 99
Mainway Home Style
Ham Italian
$1.25
reg 51 50
Gulf Self Serve
Gasoline at
Competitive Prices
Bachman
Goldenridge
Potato Chips
7 oz
79'
save 50'
OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
Havoline Motor
Oil
10W30 & 10W40
99c quart
save 50'
Stewart's
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Iran says present Iraqi regime is reason for war
by The Associated Press
PresidenTAfi Khamenei of Iran told
the U.N. secretary-general in Tehran on
Sunday that the war with Iraq will not
end while the present Iraqi regime" re-
mains in power, the official Iranian news
agency reported.
It quoted Khamenei as saying, in
rebuffing a peace move by Secretary-
General Javier Perez de Cuellar at their
meeting in the Iranian capital: "We have
logical things to say about the war and
no one has so far been able to alter our
view with logic. Based on what we have
experienced, we are sure that as long as
the present Iraqi regime remains, our
conditions wjll not be realized."
Iran's Islamic Republic News :Agency,
monitored in Nicosia, Cyprus, reported
that Perez de Cuellar said on arrival
earlier Sunday that he had no specific
proposals for ending the 4-and-one-half-
year-old war between the Persian Guff 
neighbors.
"I have come to Tehran only to find
out more about the stance of the Islamic
Republic of Iran concerning the war,"
IRNA quoted him as saying.
Perez de Cuellar told Khamenei the
losses in the war could be cut if attacks
on non-military centers were stopped,
the use of chemical weapons ceased, and
attacks on ships were halted, 1-RNA said.
The agency said Perez de Cuellar
noted that Iran had accepted these pro-
posals in principle but Iraq had not, ad-
ding that his recent appeal to both coun-
tries on this carried no conditions and
remained in effect.
IRNA quoted Khamenei as criticizing
the United Nations "for failing to con-
demn the Iraqi invasion of Iran at the
outset of the war," and the Security
Study group reports that
world's birth rate dro s
WASHINGTON (AP) — The world's
birth rate has dropped from 29 to 27
births per 1,000 people since 1983,.
largely thanks to sharp curbs on China's
population growth, a private population
study group reports.
The Population Reference Bureau
reports that China is currently averaging
19 births per 1,000 residents, down from
23 only' two years ago.
With oriefifth of the world's popula-
tion, changes in China's population have
far-reaching effects on world averages,
the independent, non-profit research
group pointed out.
The new statistics, estimating the
world's current population at 4.8 billion
people, were published in the bureau's
annual World Population Data Sheet,
compiled by demographers Mary
Maderios Kent and Carl Haub.
The current worldwide birthrate of 27
per 1,000, coupled with an average of 11
deaths per 1,000 people, results in an an-
nual ,ort,1 population of I 7
percent, the researchers reported. 1 hat
is down from 1.8 percent in 1982.
However, they noted that this rate still
resulted in an extra 84 million people be-
ing added to the world's population in
1984. They estimate the total number of
people in the world will top 5 billion in
4987 and will exceed 6 billion bygtte year
2000 if current rates continue.
The fastest population growth is in
Africa, where the continent-wide birth
rate is 45 per 1,000. The bureau reported
that African women average 6.4
children, with even higher rates in some
nations.
With a crude death rate of 16 per
1.000, Africa's population is growing at
2.9 percent per year, compared with
North America's annual growth rate of
0.7 percent.
By contrast. European women average
fewer than two children and populations
have actuaHy begun to decline in Den-
mark, West Germany and Hungary
because more deaths are occurring than
Salt Pond Community Broadcasting Presents
Friday
the 3rd
of May
Canadian Superstar
2 shows.
7:00 and
10:00 p.m.
BRUCE C.PCKBURN
as seen on MTV with the hit song "If- I Had A Rocket Launcher"
In the intimate and most comfortable
Hauck Auditorium of the Memorial Union
Tickets are 59 50 for students. $10.50 for others
Available at the UMO box office M F. 10 a.m. 1 p.m. Also in
downtown Bangor at the Grasshopper Shop. For reservations
call 667-3281 in Ellsworth or 1-800.462-7616 from elsewhere.
April 26th, Torn Paxton/Different Shoes in Ellsworth , 374-2489
Council "for only  calling for a mere
cease-fire."
Iran says the war cannot end without
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein being
overthrown and tried as a war criminal,
and the payment of billions of dollars
to Iran as war reparations.
But it has said it will accept a partial
cease-fire ending the escalating air raids
and artillery attacks by the warring sides
on each other's cities.
Soon after Perez de Cuellar's arrival
in Tehran, state-run Baghdad Radio
broke into regular programming-to
broadcast a statement by a military
spokesman saying Iranian artillery was
shelling six Iraqi border cities.
The spokesman, not identified, said
there were no casualty or damage reports
after intermittent morning shelling of
Basra and Shan al-Arab in the south, the
central towns of Khanaqin, Mandah and
Badra, and the northern hamlet of
Qazania. _
Iran did not confirm the reported
shelling.
1984 U.S. crime rate
declined 4.5 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — A govern-
ment gauge shows overall crime fell by
4.5 percent last year, but there was no
drop in the rate of violent crimes such
as rape, robbery and assault, the Justice
Department said Sunday._
The National Crime Survey, which
measures crimes not reported to police
as well as those reported, also showed
that the rate of household burglaries and
larcenies fell to the lowest level in the 12
years of the survey's existence.
The crime survey is based on inter-
views with a nationwide sample of more
than 125,000 people. Based on the
preliminary figures for 1984, there were
35.3 million "victimizations" compared
to 37 million the year before, the Bureau
of Justii:e Statistics said.
Steven R. Schlesinger, bureau director,
said the drop in the crime rate may be
attributable to several factors, including
changes in sentencing procedures, in-
creased citizen involvement in crime
prevention and the shrinking crime-
prone age group. These are people bet-
ween the ages of 14-24. -
Several criminal scholars in recent
years have cited declining birth rates as
a factor in declining rates of crime. But
„cv
G.M. Pollack's
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revamped procedures for sentencing con-
victed felons, especially those with long
records, may also account for the
change.
Schlesinger added that the increase in
the number of incarcerated criminals has
contributed to the recent reduction in the
crime rate. The National Crime Survey,
by focusing on incidents in which peo-
ple are victimized rather that only on
crimes reported to police, is regarded as
a broader and more reliable measure of
crime in the United States.
A recent report on rapes and
attempted rapes, for instance, showed
that more than half of these incidents
were not reported by victims.
The National Crime Survey released
Sunday showed that there was one rape
per 1,000 people, up 19.9 percent from
the 0.8 per thousand figure of 1983,
based on 186,000 victimizations out of
the overall total of 35.2 million.
The survey also showed crimes of
violence last year occurred at a rate of
31 per 1,000 people. essentially
unchanged from 1983, and the rate of
household burglary declined 11.3 percent
while the rate for houshold larceny fell
7.1 percent.
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We Save You More
Than Time
53 Main Street, Orono
BUDWEISER
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Plus Tax
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